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In the Supreme Court 
of the State of Utah 
LAFE ~IOR.LEY, 
Plaintiff and .A.ppellant, 
YS. 
EARL \VILLDEN, T. A. CL.A.R-
IDGE and ALDEN 'VILLDEN, 
also known as .£.'-\L WILLDEN, 
Defendants and Respondents. 
CiYil No. 7476 
BRIEF OF RESPONDENTS 
STATE1\1EXT OF FACTS 
This is an appeal from the judgment and decree of 
the District Court of }.{illard County, Utah, Ron. Will L. 
Hoyt, Judge Presiding. The action was brought by 
plaintiff 1\forley against Earl Willden, AI Willden and 
T. A. Claridge, claiming a partnership between the plain-
tiff and Earl Willden and T. A. Claridge for the purpose 
of prospecting for and locating mining claims and for 
the development and conducting of mining operations 
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thereon, and .asking for a dissolution of the alleged 
partnership and an accounting between the parties. 
The amended complaint (Record 7 to 9), alleges the 
formation of such a partnership bet,veen Morley, Earl 
Willden and Claridge in l\{ay of 1947 (amended to show 
the date as l\{ay, 1948, Tr. 1), for the purpose of pros-
pecting for and locating mining claims and for the de-
velopment and conducting of mining operations thereon; 
that since the commen~ement of such co-partnership Earl 
Willden and Claridge 'vrongfully took control of some 
of the mining claims located for and belonging to the 
partnership and permitted defendant AI Willden to share 
in the development thereof; that the defendants took 
profits therefrom to their o'vn use and therefore became 
indebted to the co-partnership; that the claims wrong-
fully taken control of and developed are specifically set 
forth as Lost Sheep No. 1, Lost Sheep No. 2, Blow Out, 
Lost Sheep No. 3, Low Boy, Eagle Rock, Low Boy No. 1, 
Canyon, Lo'v Boy No. 2 and Low Boy No. 3-all lode 
mining· ~laims; and that the defendants refused to ac-
count to plaintiff for profits from operating the above 
claims. The prayer of the complaint asks that the alleged 
partnership be dissolved, that a receiver be appointed, 
that an accounting· be had, that the defendants be re-
strained from further operations; that the property be 
sold, etc. The ans,ver to the amended complaint (Record 
11-12), in effect denies the partnership, denies that Earl 
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'':'"illden and Claridge took control of any claims located 
for or belonging to any partnership; denies that they 
took any receipts or profits from any partnership ven-
ture, and denies that the plaintiff either has or is entitled 
to any rig-ht, title, interest or equity in the claims de-
scribed in the amended complaint. The answer admits 
that some of the defendants operated the mining claims 
or a portion thereof, as set forth in the amended com-
plaint, but denies that any of such claims "Tere held or 
operated as pai·tnership property or that the plaintiff 
eYer had any interest therein. 
0~ these issues the case prQceeded to t.rial, and 
thereafter the court made findings and conclusions and 
entered a decree thereon, the decree providing that the 
plaintlff had no rig·ht, title or interest in the claims in 
question, that he was not entitled to any accounting--, and 
that he take nothing by his complaint (Record 33-34). 
The statement of facts in plaintiff's brief encom-
passes more of his contentions than of actual facts. It 
sets forth as facts many of plaintiff's contentions, denied. 
by the defendants, and not supported by the findings. It 
is in many particulars inconsistent 'vith the actual facts 
and sets forth only that portion of the evidence favorable 
to the plaintiff and makes no mention of many of the 
pertinent facts which of necessity must be taken into 
consideration in a determination of the controversy and 
which the trial eourt did take into consideration as ap-
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r·ears from the findings. 
For such reasons respondents will set forth a state-
ment of facts which respondents contend are borne out 
hy the evidence and as f ouncl by the trial court. 
In the spring of 1047 Earl Willden and Claridge were 
talking in the presence of 1Iorley about going out to 
Drum Mountain to do some prospecting and ~{orley 
asked to be taken along (Tr. 176-177; 314). On May 
19th, 1947, the three men went into the district referred 
to and upon finding some favorable indications of ore 
located t\vo lode mining claims called Dell and Dell No. 1, 
the three, being equal-co-locators (Tr. 7; 178; 316). 
Claridge and Earl 'Villden were prospectors of con-
siderable experience (Tr. 314) ; and ~1:orley \vas engaged 
largely as a turkey raiser and farmer, and engaged in 
mining to a limited extent ( Tr. 2). 
About t\vo \Veeks later the three men went back for 
the purpose of prospecting the two claims further and 
with no discussion about any further locations (Tr. 179-
180; 318); and in August of that year Claridge and his 
son went out and did some further digging on the Dell 
No, 1 (Tr, 317). 
When the three men "rent out on the first prospect-
ing trip there Vi"' as no discussion as to how many claims 
would he located, or by \Vhom (Tr. 70-71); when Claridge 
went out in the fall 'vith hjs son and did some little fur-
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the claims (Tr. 71); the next conversation concerning 
the claims "'"as in ~larch of 1948 when they decided to 
prospect the t,, .. o claims already located, and all that 'vas 
agreed to "·as that Earl ,, ... illden and Claridge would work 
out there and JforlPy, "·ho "·as busy on the farm and 
'\vith his turkeys, "rould hire a man to go in his place (T~. 
i'::l). Al Willden was employed by Morley, and he -.H.J'ashf" 
out to "·ork on the Dell claims (Tr. 72). The expenses of 
gas, oil, etc., "~ere to he di"Yided three ways (Tr. 75). 
In ~larch, 1948, ""hen A.l was employed and Earl and 
Claridge went out, they went for the purpose of explor-
ing the t"To claims then located, and nothing whatsoever 
was said about locating any additional claims (Tr. 180-
181 ; 318-319). 
,~v ork then commenced on the two Dell claims and 
continued until about June 15th, 1948, when Earl Will-
den sold his interest in certain of the Dell group of claims, 
and w~en he and AI 'Villden ceased their work on this 
group of claims (Tr. 76-77; 190-191). 
While the work was being done on the original loca-
tions, Claridge, and later Al Willden, did some prospect-
ing on adjoining· ground, and they made some locations 
on claims adjoining and contiguous to the two original 
claims. All of these claims were located in the name of 
Morley, Earl Willden and Claridge, excepting Lucky' 
Dan, Dell No. 5, Big Boy, Hill Top and Summit, in which 
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Al Willden was named as a co-locater. These claims are 
shown on Plaintiff's Exhibit I as a part of the Willden-
Claridge-Morley group. 
Al Willden was located in on the five claims above 
mentioned because he had found some of the ore after 
working hours, on his own, and the other three voluntar-
ily located him (Tr. 258). 
Plaintiff's Exhibit I is a map showing a group of 
claims inside red lines which are designated on the map 
as Willden-Claridge-1'Iorley group, and which are desig-
nated by the various witnesses as the "Dell Group or 
south group.'' The map shows also a group of claims in-
side green lines which are designated on the map as Will-
den-Claridge group, and which are designated by the var-
ious witnesses as the ''Lost Sheep or north group.'' _Also 
the map shows inside the green lines and south of and not 
contiguous to the Dell Group, one location called the 
Eagle Rock. All of the parties agree that the map sh~ws 
substantially the location of the various claims, except-
ing that the defendants contend ( Tr. 397 to 401) that the 
Canyon Claim is a full claim not overlapping either the 
Lost Sheep No.3 or the Low Boy Nos. 1· and 2, and lying 
between the Low Boy Nos. 1 and 2 and the Lost Sheep 
No. 3. This would shift the Lost Sheep Nos. 3 and 1 
and Blow Out claims six hundred fe_et further to theW est 
and six hundred feet farther away from the Dell claims 
than as shown on the map. 
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. On ~lay 9th, 1948 (Sunday), C~laridgc, Earl \Villden 
and .A.l '''illden, left Delta and droYe out in Claridge's 
car to the Yicinity of the Dell group cif claims for the pur-
pose of prospecting-, and during· that day and at some dis-
tance from the Dell group found some indications of 
ore (float). Earl and .... c\.1 found indications of ore on 
claims no\v kno,Yn as Lost Sheep Nos. 1 and 2, and Clar-
idge found some indications of ore on the claim now 
kno,vn as BLo,vout. Claridg·e "ranted to locate his son in 
on these t~s, and it \Yas decided that Earl Willden 
"rould locate and own the t"' ... o Lost Sheep claims, and 
Claridge and his son would locate and own the Blowout 
claim. The three went back to Delta that night and Clar-
idge undertook the 'vork of preparing the location no-
tices. Earl and Al vVillden \vent back to work at the 
Dell claims on ~[onday and continued their work at the 
Dell claims through that week. Claridg·e dated fhe loca-
tion notices of the Lost Sheep and Blow Out claims for 
~fay lOth, intending to post the notices on that date, but 
he actually \Vent out and posted the notices on the 11th 
day of :3Iay (Tr. 275 to 277; 209-210; 380 to 404). 
Later and during June, Aug-ust and September sev-
eral other claims 'Yere located by the t'vo Willdens and 
Claridge contiguous to the I_jost Sheep and Blow Out 
claims, and in August, 1948, the Eagle Rock claim 'vas 
located by T. A. and Rex Claridge and Earl and Al Will-
den, this claim being- neither contiguous to either the 
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Lost Sheep or north group of claims or the Dell or south 
group of claims (Pltf's. Ex. 1). 
None of the Lost Sheep or north group of claims are 
on the same contact as the ore bodies found on the Dell 
or south group of claims, nor do any of the ore bodies 
found on the Dell or south group of claims extend into 
the Lost Sheep or north group. All of the claims in the 
Dell or south group are either on the same contact, or 
cross veins or fissures extend from . the contact into 
these claims (Tr. 185; 321 to 324). 
During the month of May, 1948, at a conversation 
held in the ·cabin at the Dell claims, and· in the presence 
of Earl and AI Willden, Claridge told Morley that "the 
district was getting pretty "rell known around the coun-
try and there was more people, I thought, would come in 
to locate claims, and if he and Mr. Price wanted any to 
go out and get them, as it was every man for himself 
from now on" (Tr. 331). Plaintiff ~ontended this con-
versation took place on ~fay 27th, and the defendants 
contended the conversation took place about May 3rd. 
However, the court found t~at the conversation took 
place on May 27th. (Finding No. 13, Record 28-29). Up 
to that time there had never been any arrangement or 
discussion concerning any arrangement whereby Morley 
was to be included as a co-locator on claims other than 
those on the Dell contact (Tr. 331-2). 
During the early part of ~June, 1948, Earl Willden 
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advised :Jiorley that he 'vould have to quit work on the 
Dell claims and work on the Lost Sheep claims (Tr. 190; 
191); and ~Iorley kne"" that Willdens had located the 
Lost Sheep rlaims (Tr. 19~; 339-340); and about the 
same time Claridge advised l\1orley that the Willdens 
had located the Lost Sheep claims (Tr. 59; 339-340; 481-
482). Morley took it for granted when in June he was 
adYised about the Lost Sheep and Blow Out locations, 
that he "\vas not made a co-locator (Tr. 482) . 
..... t\.t the time ~Iorley 'vas advised concerning the Lost 
Sheep and Blow Out locations he made no claim to any 
interest therein, made no objections to not havi:t:Ig been 
made a locator, and did nothing about the matter (Tr. 61 
to 65; 193.:.197; 337); and it was several months after the 
Willdens had commenced and made several shipments 
before nforley made any claim to them concerning an in-
terest ( Tr. 79). 
~Iorley knew that the Wil1dens were working on the 
Lost Sheep claims, had paid for the building of a road 
to the claims and were furnishing all of the machinery; 
tools, and paying all of the expenses, but he made no. offer 
to contribute anything, nor made any inquiries convern-
ing the venture until m.any shipments had been made and 
the value ~f the property demonstrated (Tr. 61-62; 129-
132; 484; 197-198). 
1vforley ha_~ a contract .with Geneva Steel Company 
for the shipment to it of fluorspar ores and which re- . 
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quired h~m to ship 500 tons of ore ·within thirty days (Tr. 
111; 194), or at least to make some shipments within a 
limited period, because on June 22nd Geneva Steel Com-
pany inquired concerning shipments (Deft's. Ex. 6), and 
on June 29th cancelled the contract (Deft's. Ex. 8). Prior 
to the shipment of the first car of ore by the Willdens 
on the 18th or 20th of June, l\Iorley asked Earl Willden 
if the Willdens would ship the first car under his con-
tract to protect it. "\Villdens agreed, and the proceeds 
of about $1500.00 came to 1'1orley by way of a check from 
Geneva Steel Company. ~iorley endorsed the check and 
turned it over to Earl vVillden, making no claim to any 
of the proceeds, making no inquiry about expenses of 
getting out the car, or of the operations of the Lost Sheep 
claims from whence the ore came (Tr. 194 to 196). (Tr. 
64-65; 112 to 117). After the first shipment the ·\"rill-
dens procured their own contract from Geneva Steel and 
thereafter shipped in their own names, all without any 
objection from l\forley, even though l\forley's contract 
was being cancelled by Geneva Steel because of non-
shipments (Tr. 117-118; 195 to 197). 
On June 28th, in reply to the Geneva Steel Company's 
inquiry about ore shipments, a letter was written by Mrs. 
Morley in }:ler handwriting and in the presence of l\Iorley 
and Claridge, and then type,vritten at Fillmore and sent 
by Morley to Geneva Steel, stating that Claridge, Earl 
Willden and he were 'vorking as partners developing a 
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property called Dell ~lining- Con1pany; that Willden sold· 
his interest to Claridge and l\forley ''to finance work on 
one claim for he and his brother.'' (Pltff's. Ex. 7, dated 
July 28th, but admitted by all parties and stipulated by 
them to have been "~ritten on June 28th). (Tr. 338-339). 
During the ·early part of June, 1948, Earl Willden 
told ~Iorley he "rould haYc to quit work at the Dell 
claims because he "~as out of money, and would either 
have to go to 'vork or do some 'vork on the Lost Sheep 
claims and see if he could not ship a car of ore from there. 
~Iorley kne'v that Earl and AI Willden had located the 
Lost Sheep claims for themselves (Tr. 76-77-78; 190). 
. ' 
A few davs before June 15th Earl Willden sold his 
. -
one-third interest in the five claims located in the name 
of ~Iorley, Earl Willden and Claridge, making the sale 
to Claridge and Morley, for $1500.00. Mo~ley knew that 
Earl was making the sale for the purpose of raising 
money to work the Lost Sheep claims (Tr. 122-123; 124; 
128; 191-194). At that time ~Iorley made no claim to .any 
interest in these claims (Tr. 193) .. \Vithin· a few weeks 
Claridge sold his interest in these claims to the Ward 
Leasing Company of '\vhich ~Iorley '\Vas a partner, for 
$25,000.00, receiving one-half in cash and the balance in 
royalties (Tr. 129-130). There was practically no amount 
of additional development work done on these claims after 
\Villden sold out and before Claridge sold out (Tr. 130). 
In other words, vVillden sold a one-third interest for 
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$1500.00 in order to raise money to develop tl1e Lost 
Sheep, and a one-half interest three weeks later sold for 
$25,000.00. Willden, according to Morley, made a sacri-
fice in disposing of his interest in the Dell claims in order 
to finance work on the I.Jost Sheep (Tr. 131). 
Morley knew that if the Willdens had more financing 
and more equipment they could have produced ore from 
the Lost Sheep considerably faster than they did. There 
'vas additional machinery and equipment on the Dell 
claims not then in use, but Morley made no offer that 
the machinery be used on the Lost Sheep claims nor sug-
gested assisting in any other way, financially or other-
'vise (Tr. 129). 
When Morley was on the Lost Sheep property a 
''Teek or ten days after \\Tilldens commenced work there 
and saw the work progressing he said to the Willdens 
''It is too bad we wasn't all in on this, you could have had 
the compressor in on this from the Dell claims." (Tr. 197; 
263). On July 11th when ~forley was 0~1 the Lost Sheep 
claims, and after the "'\Villdens had shipped several car-
loads of ore from the claims; and after he had received a 
check from Geneva Steel Company for $1,500.00 as the 
proceeds of the first car, and after he had endorsed the 
check and delivered it to Earl "'\Villden, he did not dis-
cuss with them any o"\\rnershi p he claimed in the Lost 
Sheep claims (Tr. 64-65; 483-4R4). 
Morley's first demands 'vere made on Claridge and 
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the ,,~ill dens about September 24th or 25th, 1948 ( Tr. 55), 
although he had been on the Lost Sheep property at least 
a couple of tin1es, once because he "ras curious about the 
property, had heard talk about it, and wanted to see for 
himself ""hat it looked like (Tr. 483-484), and after the 
Willdens had shipped quite a lot of cars of ore (Tr. 484). 
Since many of the court's findings are not chal-
lenged, practically all of the testimony on the part of wit-
nesses other than the plaintiff and the three defendants 
is immaterial and it is not necessary to either refer to 
~r discuss such testimony. 
AR.G lT~IENT 
Plaintiff's Point No. 1 
The Trial Court did not err in its Finding No. 16 
to the effect there "Tas no agreement between the plaintiff 
and Al Willd~n that Al \Villden should prospect with or 
for or locate claims for the plaintiff. 
Plaintiff bases his entire argument on- the fact that 
Al \\'illden was located in as one of the locators on the 
Lucky Day claim, "'\\rhich bears the location date of 1\{ay 
lOth, 1948, the same .. date given as the location date,. on 
the Lost Sheep claims Nos. 1 and 2, and Blow Out claim. 
It is asserted on Page 16 of Appellant's brief that "had 
his agreement with Morle-y permitted him to do so, he 
would have laid some claim to the .Lucky Day, and there-
fore AI Willden 'vas under an obligation to make Morley 
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a co-locator in the 1Jost Sheep and Blow Out group of 
claims.'' It is also asserted that the situation was no 
different concerning the Lost Sheep and Blo\v Out claims 
than it \vas concerning the I_Jucky Day claim. 
Appellant overlooks or disregards Finding No. 15 
(Record 29), the correctness of which is unchallenged by 
him, wherein the court finds that Lucky Day, along with 
other claims in the Dell or south group which were locat-
ed after, or notices of location of which were recorded 
after ~{ay 27th, 1948, (Lucky Day claim V\ras recorded 
June 8th, 1948, Pltf's. Ex. 10), \Vere originally discovered 
prior to such date, and on which the locations were not 
perfected or on "rhich the locations were subsequently 
amended; that all of these claims, including Luc~y Day, 
are contiguous to the other claims making up the Dell 
group, ~t, and Claridge believed the veins or contacts 
on the Dell and Dell No. 1 would extend into all of these 
contig-uous claims, and for that reason Claridge and Earl 
Willden felt and recognized an obligation to include the 
plaintiff 1\forley as a co-locator therein. 
Particularly concerning the Lucky Day claim, the 
location notice of 'vhich is dated M.ay lOth, 1948, while 
the record is not as clear as it might be, yet it is reason-
ably clear that the actual location· of this claim \vas prior 
to May lOth, and the \vork of completing or perfecting 
the location was made on l\fay lOth as a relocation or 
amended location. This same thing was true of one or 
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t\\~O of the otht•r elahns as found by the Court in its Find-
ing ~ o. 15. ,,.,.hen Earl ,,.,.ill den was testifying on cross-
examination the follo"ing appears (Tr. 211): 
Q. And also rt•ferriug to notice of location cou-
tainetl "Tithin this same exhibit (Pltf's Ex. 10), 
referring to Lucky Day, do you lmow if he 
(Claridge) located Lucky Day on he lOth of 
:)Jay! 
A. I think that he re-located it or something there 
on that day. 
Q. ''Tas there any re-location of Lucky DayJ? 
A. Well, it seemed that he had made a mistake in 
the length of it or something. I believe that is 
the one that he had made a mistake in the 
length, a couple of hundred feet. 
And when Claridge 'Yas testifying on cross-examina-
tion concerning the locators of claims, he was asked ( Tr. 
·379): 
Q. \1'hat location notices did you and Earl Willden 
appear on in ~lay, 1948? 
A. J__jucky Day on the amended. 
Appellant also overlooks the import of Findings 
Nos. 11 and 12 (Record 28) to the effect that the most 
southerly point of any of the Lost Sheep claims located 
prior to May 28th, 1948, is anproximately 3600 feet dis.:. 
tant from the most northerly point on any of the Dell 
claims located prior to that time; that the ore veins or 
contacts exposed on the Dell claims located prior to May 
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28th, 1948; are not the same veins or contacts exposed on 
the Lost Sheep claims-or in effect that the two groups 
of claims are separate and distinct from each other. 
The court's Finding No. 16 is predicated, among 
other things, on the testimony of AI Willden that he had 
found some ore on some of these· Dell group of claims, 
after working hours and they located him in; that he was 
never asked or requested by Morley or Claridge or Earl 
Willden to include them in on any locations' which he 
might make for himself; that it was never discussed with 
Morley (Tr. 257-8-9); and on the testimony of Claridge 
that when M:orley, he, and the Willdens were speaking of 
locating AI Willden in on several of the Dell group no 
one mentioned anything about claimB other than those 
comprising the Dell group (Tr. 325) ; that he never in-
structed either AI or Earl Willden to go out and prospect 
for other or new claims, but did tell them it would be 
well . to look around and see if they could find some ne'\\r 
deposits of ore on the Dell claims; that he never instruct-
ed the Willdens to prospect other than on the Dell claims ; 
that he never discussed with Morley, or Morley with him 
the fact that they were to prospect for claims or hunt ore 
other than on the contact on the Dell claims ; that Morley 
was never advised or told that if the· Willdens or Claridge 
prospected for ground Jt"\\ .. ay from the Dell group and the 
mining contact on it, it would be for his benefit and he 
should be a co-locator; that Morley never asked to be lo-
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rntetl in on any otht~r thnn the Dell g-roup ( Tr. 327-:128) ; 
that he never cHlYisPd AI ''Tillden that he could not, while 
"~or king on tht• Dell claims, prospect for and locate other 
rlai1ns for himsPlf and that there "'"as neyer any discus-
sion of sur h a n1a tter ( Tr. 329). 
The Court found (Finding No. 20, Record 31), and 
there is ample proof to sustain such finding as 've shall 
discuss later, that as early as the fore part of June, 1948, 
that Claridge and the Willdens had located two or more 
claims northerly from the Dell group and that he had not 
been named or included as a locator on such claims. The 
Court also found in Findings Nos. 20 and 21, which are 
unc.hallenged by the appellant, that in the month of June, 
1948, ~Iorley permitted Earl 'Villden to ship in Morley's 
name the first car of oce mined from the Lost_ Sheep 
claims; that he received a check from Geneva Steel Com-
pany in the sum of about $1,500.00 in payment for this 
ore and delivered the check to Willden without protest 
and without claim to any portion thereof; tha,t he made 
no inquiry concerning any claimed interest he would have 
in the proceeds, asserted no rights to any interest in the 
claims and evinced no interest whatever in these claims~ 
The Court found (Finding No. 21, Record 32), and 
which finding is unchalleng·ed by appellant that Morley 
made no demand upon Claridge or Willdens for any share 
or interest in anv of the claims in the Lost Sheep group 
or for any accounting of proceeds from shipments made 
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from said claims prior to the latter part .. of August or 
September, 1948. It will be remembered that by then 
the Willdens had shipped a number of cars of ore (Tr. 
79 ; 483-484). 
No douht the CQnrt made Finding No. 16, (having ob-
served the demeanor of the plaintiff and the defendants 
on the stand, their apparent candor or lack of it, their re-
luctance or lack of it in testifying), by taking into consid-
eration the fact that Morley himself, by his own actions, 
disclaimed any interest in the new claims, until the claims 
were developed to a point where it was obvious they were 
valuable. In our statement of facts we set forth tran-
script pages showing where such facts could be found and 
there is no point in restating the facts in detail or in a 
further reference to the transcript pages, but we ·will 
mention very briefly some of the facts we have in mind. 
During the early part of June, 1948, Earl \Villden ad-
vised Morley that he was going to quit work on the Dell 
claims and go to work on the Lost Sheep claims, and about 
the same time Claridge advised Morley that the \Villdens 
had located the Lost Sheep claims. ~Iorley. took it for 
granted when in June he 'vas advised about the Lost 
Sheep and Blo"r· Out locations that he 'vas not made a co-
locator. He. made no claim then to any interest in the 
claims, and made on objection to not having been located 
in, and it_ was several months after the Willdens had 
made a number of shipments before he made his claim. 
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~Iorley kne"· that the "\Y"illdens "rere working on the 
Lost Sheep claims and that the vVilldens had paid for the 
building of a toad to the r I aims and "rere furnishing all 
of tht' n1arhinery, tools and paying all expenses of oper-
ations, but :Jiorley made no offer to contribute anything, 
nor made any inquiries concerning the venture until many 
shipments had been made and the Yalue of the property 
demonstrated; l\forley had the contract "rith the Geneva 
Steel Company and asked Earl \Y'"illden to ship the first 
car under the ~Iorley contract to protect it. When the 
proceeds of $1,500.00 was returned to 1Iorley he turned 
the money over to Earl ,~lillden, making no claim to any 
of the proceeds, making no inquiry about expenses of . 
getting- out the car or of the operations; that after the 
first shipment the \Villdens procured their o'vn contract 
from Geneva _Steel and thereafter shipped in their own 
names, all '-rithout any objection from Morley, even 
though his o'vn contract 'vas being cancelled by Geneva 
Steel because of non-shipments. 
On June 28th, in reply to the Geneva Steel Compa-
ny's inquiry about ore shipments he sent a letter to Ge-
neva Steel Com'}lany saying that Claridge, Earl Willden 
and he 'vere 'vorking as partners developing a property 
called Dell ~lining Company and that Willden sold his 
interest ''to finance work on one claim for he and· his 
brother." 
That he kne'v Earl Willden was selling his interest 
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in. the Dell claims for $1,500.00, for the purpose of raising 
money to work the Lost Sheep claims. Morley made no 
offer to contribute anything toward the development of 
the Lost Sheep, although he kne"\\T that vVillden was mak-
ing a sacrifice in disposing of his interest in the Dell 
claims, and Claridge and Morley each bought one-half 
of Earl Willden's interest. The interest of Earl Willden 
in the Dell claims was valuable, and known by Morley to 
be valuable, because within three weeks after the sale 
and before much, if any, work was done_ to develop them 
further, Claridge sold his interest, then a one-half inter-
est, in the Dell claims, to the vV ard Leasing Company of 
which Morley was a partner, for $25,000.00. In other 
words, Willden sold a one-third interest for $1,500.00 
and a one-half interest sold immediately thereafter for 
$25,000.00. 
Morley knew that if the Willdens had more financ-
ing and more equipment they could have produced ore 
from the Lost Sheep claims considerably faster than 'they 
did, and there was additional machinery on the Dell 
claims. not then in use, but !forley made no offer or sug-
gestion to assist \vith the financing or in any other way. 
When 1\forley was on the Lost Sheep property a \Veek or 
ten days ~fter the Willdens commenced work thereon he 
made the statement to Earl Willden, "It is too bad we 
wasn't all in on this, you could have had the compressor 
' in on this from the Dell claims," but he made no offer 
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to contribute anything and made no claim to any inter~ 
est in the Lost Sheep claims. 
X o doubt the court concluded that if Morley, in good 
faith claimed an interest in the Lost Sheep group of min-
ing claims "Then he "~as first ~n notice that he was not a 
co-locator early in ,Tune, he 'vould have· as·serted such in-
terest then and there; and he 'vould have insisted on be-
ing recognized as an o"yner, taken an interest in the 
mining operations, insisted on a settlement as the cars 
were shipped, etc., -etc. No doubt the court concluded 
from the facts that ~Iorley did not claim any interest in 
any mining claims other than the Dell group until it was 
firmly established that they were valuable and until it 
was obvious to him beyond any question that they would 
become an asset and not a liability. 
The fact of· the matter is -that if ~Ior!ey did have it 
in mind that he could assert an interest, he was very 
careful to ke-ep such assertion to himself in the first in-
stance and for a number of months, so that if the claims 
proved without commercial value the Willdens and Clar: 
idg·e could not claim any right against him to contribution 
for the moneys and labor they liad expended. If this be 
so, then he should not now complain b~cause .the· ··court 
found from his own actions and conduct that there. was 
no partnership arrangement as to the Lost Sheep group 
of claims. 
It is very clear from the evidence that had the Lost 
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Sheep claims failed to rna terialize ~s claims of value, and 
had the Willdens lost their money, labor and efforts in 
trying to develop the claims, they could not have enforced 
any right to any contribution whatsoever from Morley. 
Until September, when the value of the claims was dem-
onstrated, Morley had not done one single thing from 
"which any court.could have found that he was a partner 
in the Lost Sheep group of claims or was legally bound 
to share in any part of the losses, and it is quite obvious 
that he carefully kept himself in that enviable position. 
It is asserted by plaintiff in his brief (page 16) that 
the real reason Morley was not made a co-locator in the 
Lost Sheep group was because they had found a fortune 
in the Lost S"heep group. The evidence is undisputed 
that the original two Lost Sheep and the Blow Out claims 
were located after one day's prospecting on Sunday, :l\Iay 
9th, and the only indications of ore was some float (Tr. 
209-210; 214-224; 275 to 279; 259-260) ; the location no-
tices were made out that night at Delta and posted t'vo 
days later on the 11th. Anyone having the slightest ex-
perience in mining knows that in order to demonstrate 
the value of a prospect considerable exploration 'vork 
must be done and generally considerable money must be 
spent. Likewise anyone having the slightest experience 
in mining knows only one out of hundreds of prospects 
ever makes a mine with cominercial possibilities. How 
then can it be said that after a few hours prospecting on 
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the surface Claridge nnd the \Y.illdens knew they had 
found a fortune' It is more likely that after Morley had 
spent money on the Dell claims and they had made no 
shipments after se\?Prnl months of exploration work, and 
after Earl \"'\Tillden "Tas not 'Yilling to go on 'vith the work 
there because of his financial inability to do so, that Mor-
ley "~anted no part of any additional claims, and that he 
expected none. At any rate his every action and his en-
tire course- of conduct from June until Septemb.er indi-
cated that very thing. 
\\T e find no case and appellant cites no case, and 
we know of no mining custom or la'v holding that a miner 
"'"or king for wages- is required to turn over to his em-
ployer mining claims prospected for and located, after 
"rorking hours or on Sundays or holidays, or is required 
to locate his employer in on any such claims-particu-
larly where the claims are not found and located on the 
contact or ore bodies of the employer's ground, or run-
ning from such ground. And this is particularly true also 
where t:he employer kno,vs of such locations, makes no 
contribution toward the development, makes no claim 
thereto and evinces no interest therein until after the 
mine has been developed into a paying deal. 
The one case cited by appellant, Costello vs. Scott, 
93 Pac. 1, to sustain his position is so dissimilar in facts 
as to be easily disting.uish3:ble from the case at bar, as 
can be determined from even a casual reading thereof. 
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Plaintiff's Point No. 2 
The trial court did not err in its finding that neither 
Claridge nor the Willdens started work on the Lost Sheep 
group until after Earl Willden arranged with plaintlff 
to cease work on the Dell group in the early part of June. 
It is asserted by plaintiff (pages 19 and 20 of his 
brief) that what Earl 'Villden said and did about chang-
ing work from the Dell claim to Lost Sheep claim is not 
inconsistent with continuing on \vith their original ar-
rangement; that Morley's role was to supply finances, 
supplies and equipment. 
~Iorley himself admits that Earl Willden made a 
sacrifice when selling his interest in the Dell claims ''in 
order to finance the work on the Lost Sheep'' ( Tr. 131). 
(Also see Tr. 192-193). That is apparent from the fact 
that Willden sold his one-third interest for $1,500.00 
(Morley bought one-half of the one-third for $750.00), 
and Ward Leasing Company of which Morley '"'as a part- · 
ner three weeks later with no additional work done pur-
chased Claridge's half interest for $25,000.00 (Tr. 129-
130). The ''Ti!Jdens built the road from the cabin to the 
Lost Sheep entirely at their expense (Tr. 198-199). They 
used their own equipment and tools and paid all expenses 
·of exploration work (Tr. 199; 89-90). How then, can it 
be contended that "rhat Willden did about changing 'vork 
from the Dell to the Lost Sheep is not inconsistent with 
continuing on with the original arrangement concerning 
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the Dell group! EYerything done by Earl ''Tillden in~ 
dicated that he neither belieYed or considered that Mor-
lt:lY had an intert•st in the Lost Sheep claims, otherwise 
"\Yhy would he make the sacrifice in selling· his interest in 
the Dell claims to spend on the I.Jost Sheep, rather than 
discuss with ~Iorley the "~orking of the Lost Sheep under 
the arrangement where expenses "rere furnished. Ap-
pellant argues that the answer is clear-that they had 
found a bonanza. As stated before, and as no doubt 
kno''~ by the trial court, a prospect is not known to be a 
nline of great Yalue by the first day's casual prospecting, 
or by a little scratching around, and that only one out of 
a great number of prospects ever pays out. Morley knew 
that considerable money, time and effort might be spent 
en these prospects "-rithout results, which is the very 
reason he did not make any move to assert an interest, 
F.J1d made no claim to a right therein until.he kne'v be-.· 
yond a question that the claims had proven an asset and 
not a liability. 
Al Willden testified, and there is nothing in the rec-
ord to discredit such testimony, that he did not work on 
the Lost Sheep claims excepting the prospecting on May 
9th and a little additional prospecting once, until after he 
had quit work on the Dell claims (Tr. 254; 258; 260; 261-
262; 276 to 287). Earl Willden testified to the same- ·effect 
(Tr. 191; 193; 216-7; 221). 
Respondents contend, therefore, that not only is the 
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evidence sufficient to support Finding No. 17, but there 
is no evidence whatsoever upon 'Yhich to ·base any con-
trary finding. 
Plaintiff's Point No. 3 
The· trial court did not err in finding in paragraph 
18 that there was no express agreement or definite ar-
rangement at any time, either oral or written, between 
Morley and Earl vVillden or Claridge relative to pros-
pecting for· or location or ownership of mining claims 
other than the Dell and Dell No. 1 claims, although Clar-
idge and Earl Vlillden recognized an obligation to name 
plaintiff as a co-locator 'vith them on claims adjoining 
the Dell and Dell No. 1. 
Appellant does not contend in his brief, except for 
the bald statement that the evidence is insufficient to sup-
port. such finding, that there was Rny express agreement 
or definite arrangement relative to prospecting for or 
location or ownership of claims other than the Pell and 
Dell No. 1. He does not point out .any part of the evi-
dence 'vherein he claims there was any express arrange-
ment, but contends that there need not be any expresR 
agreement or definite arrangement in order to create 
some obligation relative to prospecting for or location or 
ownership of mining claims and in that the respondents 
concur. Respondents have no quarrel with t~e legal prin-
ciples quoted on page 22 of appellant's brief. But re-
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spondt•nts insist that the evidence as a 'vhole supports the 
findings and that the findings indicate that whatever bus-
iness arrangements existed betvleen the parties \Vas lim-
ited to the Dell rlaims, and that the evidence and the 
finding-s set forth ample and sufficient facts from which 
it must be determined that no partnership existed as to 
the Lost Sheep group of claims . 
• L\.s quoted on page 22 of appellant's brief, ''What is 
a mining partnership is a question of law. Its existence 
·in a given case, however, is a q~testion of fact depending 
for its solution on inferences to be drawn from the evi-
dence deduced.'' 
A reading of the testimony of the plaintiff and that 
of the three defendants demonstrates beyond any shadow 
of a doubt that there was no express agreement or defi-
. nite arrangement concerning any claims other than the 
t'vo original Dell claims, and as testified to by the de-
fendants, Claridge and Earl Willden felt and recognized 
an obligation to include ~Iorley as a co-locator on. those 
claims contiguous to these t\vo original Dell claims and 
to which the ore contact or ore bodies extended· (T.r~ 204-
- '.)~6 7) {); '-.);) - . 
Plaintiff's Point No. 4 
The trial court did not err in finding in paragraph 19 
of the findings that the plaintiff kne'v at least as early 
as the fore part of June, 1948, that Claridge and the 
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Willdens had located t"\\ro or more claims northerly from 
the Dell group and ~hat he had not been named or in-
cluded as a locator on such claims. 
We think the evidence is not only sufficient to slip~ 
port such a finding, but is overwhelmingly so. Certainly 
it cannot be successfully contended that a finding must 
be based on the appellant's testimony alone, and that his 
course of conduct and actions cannot be considered as 
contradicting his words; nor can it be successfully con-
tended that the court is bound to believe the appellant as 
against the testimony of the ~fe~nt;s. The questions 
1n t..s- e 
and answers quoted by appel ant~o ot tell the entire 
story. 
True it is that Morley now insists that the first time 
he became aware of the fact he was not loc~ted in on the 
Lost Sheep claims was when he went to the Court House 
in Nephi about September 18th, 1948. Was he advised 
before then of the situation~ What does the record showf 
l\tlorley states that in May, ''Tass (Claridge) said he 
and Earl and AI each had a couple of claims down around 
the point that they had located * * * 1 didn't know just 
exactly where I stood on it" (Tr. 59). That Claridge 
advised him that he (Claridge) and the vVillden boys had 
located some claims the1nselves a little farther to the 
northwest, and that he understood that the claims Clar-
idge was referring to "ras the Lost Sheep and Blow Out 
(Tr. 59-60). -
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"Jiorley nsk<:•tl Claridge no questions about '\Vhether 
he had been located in because he did not want to create 
an arg·ument and ",.hen Claridg·e said ''We have located 
holdings, I had one do,vn around the point, I had one in 
my o""ll name and my boy's name, it may not mean any-
thing· because me and my boy had the one,'' ~1orley said 
he "took it that it may not be too important at that time" 
(Tr. 61). 
Q. (.Asked of l\[orley) If I understand correctly, 
"J[r. Claridge told you he had located one or 
two rlaims and vVillden boys had located the 
others? 
.A.. Yes. 
Q. You knew you hacln 't been located in~ 
.A.. I didn't know. 
Q. You suspected it then? 
.A. Yes. 
Q. \Vhen you tell us you didn't kno'v until Sep-
tember. 18th, you mean that is the first time 
you ever 'vent to the records to find out? 
.A. That is a fact. 
Q. Isn't it a fact, l\Ir. ~1orley, that as· early as the 
early part of June you knew definitely that you 
"'"as not located in on the two· Lost ·sheep 
claims 'vhen the first shipment of ore 'vas 
made from these claims~ 
A. No, I didn't know definitely, I hadn't seen the 
records. ( Tr. 62-63). 
fn the fore part of .June ~forley wrote a letter to 
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Geneva Steel Company saying that the vVillden boys had 
located a claim of their own (Tr. 63). 
Q. Now, at the time you sent this letter to Mr. 
Ten Eyck didn't you know that the Willden 
boys had located these claims, all these claims 
in this area of their own 1 
A. I had an idea they had. I was not really posi-
tive as to 'vhat became of them. 
Q. Did _you ever discuss with the Willden boys the 
location of these Lost Sheep claims' 
A. No, I didn't. (Tr. 63). 
Morley admits that on July 11th he was on the Lost 
Sheep claims and saw the Willden boys working there. 
They discussed several things but not the work the Will-
dens were doing on the claims. The Willdens had pre-
viously shipped several carloads of ore, Morley had re-
ceived the proceeds from one and delivered the entire 
proceeds to Earl Willden; he did not discuss the owner-
ship of the Lost Sheep property-at least until Septem-
ber; he knew they "rere working on the Lost Sheep claims 
in June and that they were shipping steadily, but never 
discussed with either of them any claim or interest he 
thought he had, how much they were shipping or where 
the money was g·oing (Tr.· 65-6-7). 
Q. When did you first become cognizant of the 
fact they had made locations in this north 
group of claims~ 
A. It was in the fore part of June. 
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(~. I-Io"? did you become a"~are of that? 
~\. ~lr. (~laridge told me. 
Q. \\That did he say·J 
...:\. He said ''I have got a claim down around the 
corner, do\\~n around the point here that I lo-
cated for R.ex and I. I figured it would be the 
means of giving· him a little 'vork through the 
summer, and 've located it for ourselves and 
the ''Tilldens located a little claim there, but he 
said 'I don't think they amount to anything'." 
(Tr. 481). ~ 
Q. Yon say in J nne he (Claridge) told you the 
\\""illdens had located the.se claims? 
A. Yes. 
Q. One rlaim for them, yes. You understood by 
that that they had located that claim for them-
selves and 'vithout including you as locator~ 
i\. I took it for granted that is the case. 
Q. .L~nd the same on his (Claridge) o"rn ~ 
_A_. }T es. ( Tr. 482). (See also Tr. 483-4). 
Earl \VIllden told ~Iorley that they had the Lost 
Sheep claims on 'vhich 1\{orley had not been located in 
(Tr. 190-191). And when buying out Willden's interest 
in the Dell g·roup 1\iorley said, ''You need money to get 
started over there on those Lost Sheep claims'' ( Tr. 192). 
Willden told l\forley that he needed the money to get 
started ''on my brother's and my Lost Sheep claims over 
there, and I would sacrifice my interest in those to get 
started on the other claims, and see if we could ship a 
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little ore." Morley .made no claim at that time to an in-
terest in the Lost Sheep property, or prior thereto and 
afterwards until the latter part of August (Tr. 193). 
Claridge testified that he first advised Morley of the 
fact they had made the _Lost Sheep and Blow Out loca-
tions a week or two after the locations were made (on 
1\fay 9th), and that Morley made no claim to an interest 
in the claims at that time (Tr. 336-337). A few days 
before Claridge and 1\Iorley purch~sed the Earl Willden 
interest in the Dell group, Morley told Claridge that 
''Willdens wanted to go over and work their property and 
he said he thought we could buy their interest for the 
sum of $1,500.00 and wanted me to speak to the Willden 
boys regarding it'' ( Tr. 340). 
It would be well here to call attention again to the 
fact that all through 1\!orley's testimony, both direct and 
cross, when interrogated regarding "rhy_ he made no in-
quiries concerning the Lost Sheep group of claims and 
made no claim to an interest therein, or asserted any act 
of ownership therein, his answer was about as set forth 
on. Transcript page· 116: "I figured that we would get 
together sometime and we "\\rould get that all figured out. 
I felt like there was a feeling we 'vould get the thing 
straightened out in the meantime''; and on Transcript 
page 59 : ''I "\\ras misled a 1i ttl e. by this, I don't know just 
exactly "\\.,.here I stood on it" ; and on Transcript page 61 : 
''I didn't say anything. I just thought, 'Well now, I ccr-
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tainly don't feel good about this, but I don't like to come 
up and create an argument''; and on page 61 of the Tran-
srri pt, in answer to the question ''Why didn't you ask 
them why you weren't located in''' Morley replied: ''I 
just fig-ured in time-there had been a little feeling-and 
"'"e would get it ironed out later, and it would come out 
all right.'' This course of conduct was quite cagey-it 
left Morley in the most enviable position of not commit-
ting himself to any ownership or interest in the claims 
if the question of liability 9r contribution arose, and yet 
left him free, as he thought, to claim a partnership inter-
est later if the claims proved of value and an asset in-
stead of a liability. 
Plaintiff's Point No. 5 
The trial court did not err in its first Conclusion of 
Law in concluding that the plaintiff 1\1orley and the de-
fendants should be considered joint venturers or partners 
in equal shares in the development work done prior to 
about June 15, 1948, on the Dell group of claims. 
If the findings of the trial court are sustained, then 
the Qnly conclusion that could possil?ly be made and sup-
ported by the evidence is the above first Conclusion. 
True it is that 1Iorley prevailed in his contention that 
he and Claridge and Earl Willden had formed a mining 
partnership. But concerning which claims~ Also it is· 
true that plaintiff ~1orley prevailed in his contention that 
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was given of the termination of that partnership. But 
again, concerning which claims~ 
Claridge is quite clear in his testimony (Tr. 356-7; 
367) that any joint venture or partnership was limited to 
the Dell group of claims. It is doubtful whether there 
was either legal or moral obligation to include Morley as 
a co-locator on any of the Dell group other than the orig-
inal two claims, Dell and Dell No. 1. However, as a mat-
ter of fair play and decency, both Claridge and Earl Will-
den felt and recognized an obligation to include the plain-
tiff Morley as a co-locator in any claims contigtious to 
these original locations, or on which they believed the 
veins or contacts would extend (Finding 15, Record 29). 
This portion of said finding is not challenged by the 
appellant. 
The conversation of ~fay 27th, 1948, as found by the 
court, related to or could b~ considered a termination of 
the partnership arrangement which then existed and 
which was limited to the Dell group of claims, and served 
notice on 1\forley that any further locations, even if con-
tiguous to the Dell claims, would be made independently 
of him. The. evidence clearly sho,vs and the court so 
found, that 1\Iorley himself made no timely or Yalid claim 
to any interest in the north g·roup of ~laims or the Eaglr 
Rock. 
It is quite significant that ~Iorlcy claims he first 
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learned that he " .. as not located in on the north group of 
claims and the Eagle R.ock claim on September 18th, 1948, 
althoug·h he had a number of months, from ~fay to .Sep-
tember 18th, to make snch inqnii·~~. September 18th just 
happens to be a fe,v days later than the location of any 
of the claims involved in this litigation. The last two lo-
cations, Canyon and Lo,v Boy Nos. 2 and 3 were made 
on September 21st. 
Plaintiff's Point No. 6 
The trial court did not err in its first Conclusion of 
Law in that the court went outside of the pleadings and 
in the trial of the case to make its decision and judgment. 
The amended complaint is predicated on the allega-
tions that the defendants wrongfully_ took control" of 
some of the mining claims located for and belonging to 
the partnership called the Dell :Niining Company and the 
mining claims referred to in the amended complaint are 
the Lost Sheep or north group of claims and the Eagle 
Rock claim (Reeord 7-8). 
The answer denies that the defendants wrongfully or 
otherwise took control of any claims located for or be-
longing· to any co-partnership or that they permitted Al 
Willden to share in the development of any co-partner-
ship claims ; they denied they have taken any receipts or 
profits from any partnership venture and deny that the 
claims described in the amended complaint \Vere located 
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as partnership property or that the plaintiff has or is en-
titled to any interest therein (Record 11-12). 
The clear-cut issue in the trial was "\vhether the claims 
described in plaintiff's amended complaint were or 'vere 
not partnership property, and whether the moneys re-
ceived from sale of ores taken from such claims were part-
nership assets. The case was tried on that theory, as is 
evident from the entire record, and the court found upon 
such clear-cut issue, making voluminous findings, to sup-
port Conclusion of Law No. 1 and No. 2. 
Respondents cannot agree with appellant that the 
primary issue was whether Morley, Earl Willden and 
Claridge formed and entered into a partnership, but in-
sist that the primary issue under the pleadings and trial 
was whether the claims mentioned and described in plain-
tiff's complaint were part of the partnership or joint 
venture bet,veen the three. The court expressly held 
(Conclusion No. 2, Record 32) that no partnership ar-
rangement 'vas eff~cted between plaintiff and .defendants 
covering the prospecting for or location of mining claims 
other than those embraced within the Dell group. 
In the case of Evans vs. Shand, 74 Utah 451, 280 Pac. 
239, cited by appellant, it is held that "on an appeal the 
parties are restricted to the theory on which the case 'vas 
prosecuted or defended ·in the court belo,v,'' and that "a 
valid judgment must not only rest on pleadings, but also 
on findings," and that there are no findings made on the 
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theory urged by the respondent. Just how the appellant 
can derive any comfort from the Evans vs. Shand case 
we cannot comprehend. 
Plaintiff's Points Nos. 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 
Respondent contends that all of the conclusions of 
law· are supported by the trial court's findings,· most of 
which are not challeng-ed by the plaintiff. aD61hose find-
ings which are challeng-ed by plaintiff have been previ-
ously discussed in this brief. The findings made by the 
trial court tell the whole story, and we believe it will save 
this Court's time in searching the record, and will most 
clearly an_s,ver the plaintiff's contentions in this regard, 
if we set forth the findings and conclusions verbatim .. 
Since transcript references have been previously given 
in ·our statement of facts \Ve deem it unnecessary to re-
peat them with reference to or in support of the findings 
quoted. 
FINDI~GS OF FACT 
1. That during the month of May, 1947, the plaintiff~ 
Lafe 1\Iorley, and the defen?ants, T. A. Claridge and Earl 
"\Villden, went together on a prospecting trip into an 
area about 52 m~les northwesterly fron:t the city of Delta 
in nlillard County, Utah, and which area is located in 
Juab County, Utah; and, finding some favorable indica-
tions of ore located two lode mining claims o.n low hills 
lying west of a small valley kno,vn as ''The J?ell'' or 
n·en Valley ; they named these claims Dell and Dell No. 1 
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and located the same as equal o'yners each holding an un-
divided one-third interest therein; 
2. That the defendants, T. A. Claridge and Earl 
Willden, were prospectors of considerable experience and 
the plaintiff, Lafe :hiorley, had had little, if any, previous 
experience as such ; 
3. That prior to 1\iay, 1947, the plaintiff, 1\{orley, and 
the defendant, Claridge, had been engaged together in 
several minor or temporary joint ventures such as pur-
chasing and disposing of houses from the Topaz J ap-
anese R-elocation Center in Millard County, Utah, but 
had ·not been general partners in any such business ; 
4. That in or about the month of August, 1947, the 
defendant, Claridge, and his son spent two days in fur-
ther prospecting· on the Dell and Dell No. 1 mining claims ; 
5. That in the early part of 1948 the defendants, Clar-
idge and Earl Willden, and the plaintiff, :hiorley, after 
several conversations, decided to do some development 
work on the claims they had located as aforesaid and ac- _ 
cordingly and in order to do such development work they 
together arranged to borrow or otherwise acquire pos-
session of a compressor for use on said claims and in do-
ing such development \Vork. That said Claridge and Earl 
·Willden and the defendant, Alde.n \Villden, brother of 
Earl Willden, transported the said compressor and also 
some flat sections of a house \Yhich Claridge and 1iorley 
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had pnrehased at and moved from said Topaz Japanese 
Relocation Center, to the said Dell Mining clailll$, and 
there erected from said house sections a small cabin or 
shark for use in doing such prospecting work; that the 
said three defendants beg·an "rork in a drift on the Dell 
No. 1 Lode mining· claim after taking· said compressor to 
said property and after building· the said cabin or shack; 
6. That the plaintiff, ~[or ley, d11ring the spring ·of 
1948 'Yas eng·aged in turkey raising and farming~ at or 
near Delta, lTtah, and did not personally eng-ag-e in pros-
pecting work on the· said Dell claims; he arrang~d with 
the defendant, Alden "\Villden, to work for· 'vages in his 
place. It 'vas agreed bet,veen Claridge, Earl Willden and 
plaintiff l\forley that the expense of operations, includ-
ing· labor, should be borne equally between them; that de-
fendants Claridge and· Earl \\Tillden 'vould furnish their 
labor in doing the development work arid the plaintiff. 
:Jiorley 'vould employ Alden Willden and pay Alden Will-
den for such labor; that it was decided by the plaintiff, 
1\forley, and the defendants, Claridge arid Earl Willden, 
that they would conduct their mining operations on the 
said Dell claims under the name of Dell Mining Company ; 
that there- was no 'vritten agreement under which said 
Dell claims ,vere located or under which a partnership 
was either formed or contemplated or under which said 
parties carried on their mining operations; nor was· there 
any definite oral plan or understanding for the forming 
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of a partnership. In arranging for po,vder and supplies 
for the prospecting and development work done on the 
Dell claims none of said parties used a company name, 
but charged such purchases in their individual names. 
7. That under the above arrangement Earl Willden 
and Alden Willden worked upon a drift on the Dell No. 1 
claim and did some small amount of prospecting else-
where on the Dell group of claims until about J'une 5th, 
194~; plaintiff Morley furnished a 1 %-ton truck which 
was used in going to and from the claims, a pickup truck 
belonging to Claridge was also used and Earl Willden 
occasionally used his automobile. Morley and Claridge 
(and sometimes lVIorley, -Claridge and Earl Willden) got 
together about once a week to go over bills for expenses 
incurred in the mining operations; Earl and Alden Will-
den frequently procured gas and other supplies used in 
the mining operations on the Dell claims and had them 
charged in Morley's name, Morley paid all the bills 
charged in his name and thereafter as the parties got to-
gether and checked over such expenses proper adjust-
ment was made so that lYiorley, Earl Willden and Clar-
idge each paid for his respective share. 
8. That after the first several weeks of prospecting 
and doing 'vork on the said Dell claims Claridge did lit-
tle mining, but spent considerable time prospecting on 
the ground immediately adjacent to the Dell and Dell 
No. 1 claims. He located additional claims adjoining the 
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l>Pll and Dell No. 1 property and posted location notices 
thereon and thereafter caused such notices to be recorded 
as follo,vs: 
Name of 
Claim 
Dell No. 2 
Dell No. 4 
Dell No. 5 
Names on Notices 
~afe Morley 
T. A. Claridge 
Earl Willden 
T. A Claridge 
Lafe Morley 
Earl Willden 
T. A. Claridge 
Lafe Morley 
Earl Willden 
Al Willden 
Date on Date of 
Notices Recording 
8 March 1948 13 April 1948 
23 March 1948 13 April 1948 
6 April 1948 13 April 1948 
Red Hill T. A. Claridge 1 May 1948 24 1\tiay 1948 
Earl Willden 
La·fe Morley 
Dell No. 5 T. A. Claridge 10 May 1948 8 June 1948 
(Amended} Lafe Morley 
Earl Willden 
AI Willden 
Lucky Day T. A. Claridge 10 May 1948 8 June 1948 
Lafe Morley 
Earl Willden 
AI Willden 
Big Boy T A. Claridge 24 May 1948 23 June 1948 
Lafe Morley 
Earl Willden 
AI Willden 
Hill Top T. A. Claridge 5 June 1948 8 June 1948 
Lafe Morley 
Dell No. 3 
(Amended) 
Summit 
Earl Willden 
Al Willden 
T. A. Claridge 
Lafe Morley 
AI Willden 
T .A. Claridge 
Lafe Morley 
AI Willden 
Earl Willden 
5 June 1948 8 June 1948 
17 June 1948 29 .June 1948 
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That thera.after Claridge and Earl Willden and AI 
Willden staked said mining claims and perfected the said 
locations .. 
That it was agreed between plai_ntiff' ~Iorley and de-
fendants, at or prior to the time of location of the D~ll 
No.5, Lucky Day, Big Boy, Hill Top, Dell No.3 (Amend-
ed) and Summit claims, that AI Willden should be in-
cluded as a co-locator on these claims; 
9. That on Sunday, May 9th, 1948, defendants Clar-. 
idge, Earl Willden and AI Willden went in Claridgei's 
pickup truck from Delta, Utah, to an area about one 
mile northwesterly of the northwest corner of the Dell 
claim (and about two or three miles by way of the~ old 
road or trail from the cabin near the Dell claims) and 
there prospected during the day. They discovered some 
favorable specimens of float and decided to locate three 
claims. Claridge wanted to make his son a co-locator on 
one of these claims and it "\vas agreed between Claridge 
and Earl Willden and AI 'Villden that Earl and AI Will-
den would locate two claims, namely the Lost Sheep No. 
1 and I~ost Sheep No. 2 claims in their names as joint 
locators and that Claridge "\vould locate one claim, name-
ly, the Blow Out, in the names of ,himself and his son 
Rex. They had no location ·notices 'vith them at the 
time and upon retur1_1ing to Delta Claridge prepared three 
notices of location, one for each of the above claims. On 
Tuesday, May 11th, Claridge posted location notices on 
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tho elain1s and thereafter caused san1e to be recorded as 
follo""s: 
Name of 
Claim 
Date on 
Names on Notices Notices 
Date of 
Recording 
Lost Sheep Earl Willden 10 May 1948 24 May 1948 
No. 1 AI Willden 
Lost Sheep Earl Willden 10 May 1948 24 May 1948 
No. 2 AI Willden 
Blow Out T. A Claridge 10 May 1948 24 May 1948 
Rex Claridge 
10. That defendants subsequently did additional 
prospecting on the ground adjoining the three claims 
above mentioned and Claridge prepared and posted loca-
tion notices and made locations for himself and Earl 
Willden and Al 'Villden as follo,vs: 
Name of 
Claim 
Date on 
Names on Notices N ot~ces 
Date of 
Recording 
Lost Sheep Earl Willden 24 May 1948 2 June 1948 
No. 3 AI Willden 
Low Boy AI Willden 21 June 1948 22 June 1948 
Earl Willden 
Tass Claridge 
Low Boy Earl Willden 5 August 1948 14 Sept. 1948 
No. 1 AI Willden 
T. A. Claridge 
Eagle Rock T. A. Claridge 15 August 194814 Sept. 1948 
Rex Claridge 
Earl Willden 
AI Willden 
Low Boy T. A. ·Claridge 21 Sept. 1948 1 Oct. 1948· 
No. 2 Al Willden 
Earl Willden 
Low Boy AI Willden 21 Sept. 194-s 1 Oct. 1948 
No. ~ Earl Willden 
T. A. Claridge 
Canyon Earl Willden 21 Sept. 1948 1 Oct. 1948 
Al Willden 
T. A. Claridge 
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11. That all of the foregoing claims set forth in par-
agraphs 9 and 10 of these findings (hereinafter referred 
to as the Lost Sheep group) lie northwesterly from the 
Dell group of claims mentioned in paragraphs 1 and 8 
of these findings (excepting the· Eagle Rock claim which 
lies about 1500 feet southeasterly from the southernmost 
point of the Dell group). That the southeast corner of 
the Low Boy No. 3, which is the southernmost of the Lost 
Sheep group of claims, is approximately 810 feet north-
erly from the most northerly point of the Summit claim 
which is the most northerly of the Dell group; 
12. That the most southerly point on any of the Lost 
Sheep claims located prior to May 27th, 1948, is approxi-
mately 3600 feet distant from the most northerly point 
on any of the Dell claims located prior to that date. That 
the ore veins or contacts exposed on the Dell claims locat-
ed prior to May 27th, 1948, are not the same veins or con-
tacts exposed on the Lost Sheep claims located prior to 
that date; 
13. That on ~1ay 27th! 1948, a· conversation took 
place at the cabin near the Dell claims at which Morley, 
Claridge, Earl Willden, Al Willden, and one Leslie Price 
were present. Price \Vas a foreman for the Ward Leas-
ing Company, a company engaged in mining and other 
operations. Plaintiff Morley was a partner or share-
holder in the Ward Leasing Company. Claridge was 
perturbed at Morley for bringing Price out and suspect-
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ed that :\forley was trying to give the Ward Leasing 
Company some information or advantage concerning the 
mining district. He said to ~for ley in substance: ''This 
district is g-etting pretty 'Yell knO,Yll and if you Want any 
more claims you had better get out and locate them 
yourself. It is every man for himself from now on.'' 
14. That if any arrangement, understanding or 
agreement existed bet,veen lVIorley, Claridge and Willden 
as to a partnership in, or as to co-ownership of, mining 
claims located or to be located by Claridge or Willdens, 
this statement by Claridge is the first statement or dec-
laration by either of the three as to termination of such 
co-ownership or partnership arrangement; 
15. That the Dell No. 5, Lucky Day, Big Boy, Hill 
Top and Dell No. 3 claims which were located after, o~ 
notices of location of which were recorded after, May 
27th, 1948, were claims originally discovered prior to 
such date, and on which the locations "Tere_ not perfected, 
or on which the locations were subsequently amended; 
that shortly prior to June 17th, 1948, a road was being 
built which yvould cross over the ground embraced within 
the boundaries of the Suinmit claim; that Claridge be-
lieved that the building of said road might uncover indi-
cations of ore and he therefore located the Summit claim 
for himself, Earl 'Villden, Al 'Villden_ and Morley to pro~ 
teet any ore body or vein that might be uncovered; that 
all of said claims in this finding mentioned are contiguous 
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to the other claims making up the Dell group, to-wit, Dell, 
Dell No.1, Red Hill and Dell No.4, and Claridge believed 
the veins or contacts on the Dell and Dell No. 1 claimR 
'vould extend into all of these contiguous claims, and for 
that reason Claridge and Earl Willden felt and recog-
nized an obligation to include the plaintiff Morley as a 
co-locator therein; 
16. That Al Willden was not interested in and took no 
part in the prospecting trip which resulted in the location. 
of the Dell and Dell No. 1 claims and that there was no 
agreement between the plaintiff and· AI Willden that AI 
Willden would prospect with or for, or locate claims for 
the plaintiff or that plaintiff should be named as a locator 
in any claim 'vhich he, AI \\Tillden, might locate; 
17-. That neither Claridge, Earl Willden nor Al 
Willden charged against the plaintiff any labor or ex-
pense of work of improvements on the Lost Sheep group 
of claims either in locating the claims or the subsequent 
development thereof; that plaintiff did not pay or offer 
to pay for any work or materials or supplies used on the 
Lost Sheep group of claims. The compressor borro"\\red 
for use on the Dell group was not used on the Lost ·sheep 
group, nor was plaintiff's truck used either in prospect .. 
ing for, locating or developing said claims ; that neither 
Claridge nor the \Villdens started work on the Lost 
Sheep group until after Earl Willden arranged· 'vith 
plaintiff to cease 'vork on the Dell group some time in 
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the early part of June, at \Yhich time he notified plaintiff 
that it was necessary for him to stop work on the. Dell 
claims and try to develop some shipping ore from his 
claims around the point to the north, (meaning and refer-
ring to the Lost Sheep claims). That plaintiff did not 
voice any objection to this and did not at that time or 
any time prior to August, 1948, assert to Willden any 
right to an interest in such claims. That a fe,v days 
prior to about June 12th, 1948, l\Iorley asked Earl "\\Till-
. den if he would be interested in selling his one-third in-
terest in Dell, Dell Nos. 1, 2, 3_ and 4, and Red Hill min-
ing claims, and Willden stated that he would consider the 
matter, that he needed· money to start \Vork over on the 
Lost Sheep claims. That later and on or about the 12th 
day of June,- 1948, Willden sold his one-third interest in 
these claims, one-half thereof to Claridge for $750.00 and 
one-half thereof to ~Iorley for $750.00. That when mak-
ing the sale to l\Iorley about June 12th, "\Villden stated 
to Morley that he disliked selling the interest at that 
price and again stated he needed the money to work on 
the Lost Sheep claims; that plaintiff did not at that time 
. either offer to assist in financing or working on the Lost 
Sheep claims and did not assert any interest therein ; 
th~t about six \veeks later Chiridge sold to the Ward 
Leasing Company his one-third interest in the Dell, Dell 
Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, and Red Hill mining claims, plus the 
one-sixth interest he purchased from Willden for the sum 
of $25,000.00, and received- one-half thereof as an initial 
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cash payment ; 
18. That there was no express agreement or definite 
arrangement at any time, either oral or written, between 
the plaintiff and either Earl Willden or T. A. Claridge 
relative to the prospecting for or ownership of mining 
claims other than the Dell and Dell No. 1 claims, although 
Claridge and Earl Willden recognized an obligation to 
name plaintiff as a co-locator with them on claims ad-
joining the Dell and Dell No. 1 ; 
19. That plaintiff knew at least as early as the fore 
part of J nne, 1948, that Claridge and the Willdens had 
located two or more claims northerly from the Dell g-roup 
and that he had not been named or included as a locator 
on such claims; 
20. That on ~fay 4th, 1948, plaintiff prornred an 
order or contract from Geneva Steel Company for pur-
chase of fluorspar ore and in t11e month of June permit-
ted Earl Willden to ship in plaintiff's name under this 
contract the first car of ore mined by vVillden from the 
Lost Sheep claims. That plaintiff received· a check from 
Geneva Steel Company in the sum of about $1,500.00 in 
payment for this car of ore and upon request from Will-
den delivered the check to Willden 'vithout protest and 
without claim to any part or portion thereof. In turning 
the check over to Willden plaintiff made no inquiry con-
cerning any claimed interest he 'vould haYe in any of 
the proceeds, asserted no rights to any interest in the 
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claims from 'vhich the ore 'VH8 being procured and 
shipped and evinced no interest whatever in said claims; 
21. That plaintiff made no demand upon Claridge or 
the \Y.illdens for any share or interest in any of the claims 
in the Lost Sbeep group or for any accounting of pro-
ceeds from shipments made from said claims prior to 
the latter part of .. A .. ug·ust or September, 1948. 
And as conclusions of la'v from tbe foregoing facts 
the Court finds : 
1. That the plaintiff }forley and the defendants 
Claridge and Earl Willden should be considered joint 
venturers or partners in equal shares in the development 
work done prior to about June 15th, 1948, on the Dell 
group of claims ; 
2. That no partnership arrangement 'vas effected 
bet,veen the plaintiff and the defendants or either of them 
covering the prospecting for or location of mining claims 
other than those embraced within the Dell group; 
3. That there was no legal or ·equitable obligation on 
the part of either Claridge, Earl Willden or Al Willden 
to include the plaintiff's name as a co-locator or co-o"Wll.er . 
with them in any of the mining claims referred to as the 
Lost Sheep group or in the Eagle Rock claim; 
4. That the plaintiff has no right, title, equity or in-
terest in any of the claims referred to as the Lost Sheep 
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group or in the Eagle Rock claim, and is not enti tied to 
any accounting for ores taken from any of said claims; 
5. That defendants are entitled to judgment of no 
cause of action against plaintiff and are entitled to their 
costs. 
There can be no question but what members of a 
m;ining co-partnership are held to the exercise of the ut-
most good faith in their dealings with each other. And 
the books are replete with cases holding that one co-part-
ner cannot cheat or defraud his co-partner. But equally 
so, one cannot claim to be a partner after locators have 
expended their o\vn time and money and effort in devel-
oping a mining property, after it has been found to be 
valuable and after the element of risk is removed, when 
he who later claims to be a partner has kno,vn he is not 
so recognized by the locators, yet remains silent, permit-
ting the locators to make large.· personal and financial 
sacrifices in developing the property; 'vhen he who later 
claims to be a partner has ample time to make his claim, 
yet studiously avoids doing so, carefully keeping himself 
in such position that he can neither be called upon for fi-
nancial contribution nor be compelled to share in any 
losses. That is what Morley did, and the trial court so 
found. 
The principle involved has long been recognized by 
the Courts. While respondents do not plead latches be-
cause they have contended, and do no""" contend, and the 
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findings and conclusions bear them out, that there \Vas 
never a partnership between the pl~intiff and defendants 
in the Lost Sheep group, the follo,ving· cases serve to il-
lustrate 'Yhat courts hav(\ heretofore said reg-arding a 
rourse of conduct such as that exhibited by plaintiff. 
X O\Y, if a person has a just rig·ht to mines of 
\vhich he is not in possession, as against those who 
are in possession of and "'orking them, and if he 
claims to be the rightful owner (the person in pos-
session being aware of his rights or supposed 
rig-hts), if such o\vner, not being prevented by 
fraud or concealment, stands by for a long period 
of time "~hile those in possession are Y\Torking the 
mines, the court "rill not lend him any assistance 
* * *. It is not equitable to allo\v him to wait till 
it is ascertained that the persons in possession 
haYe succeeded or may haYe been ruined, and if the 
subject result in profits, to ask to put that in his 
pocket; if in loss, to repudiate the loss. It is not 
necessary, even if possible, to prove \vhether he 
acted from premeditated design or carelessness. 
Great West Jlin. Co. vs. Woodmas of Alston .~fin. 
('o., 23 Pac. 908 (Colo.) at page 910. 
"While \Ve have not been inclined to apply the 
doctrine of latches \vithin the period of statutory 
limitation, \Ve haYe, in common with other courts, 
held that the doctrine is peculiarly applicable 
where mining property is involved * * * It is be-
cause mining property is speculative in character 
and subject to sudden and violent fluctuations in 
value, and what may be worthless today may be-
come of great vlorth through the faith and industry 
of one owner af' against a lagging, noncontributing 
partner • * * 'The ·injusti~e, therefore, is obvious 
of permitting one holding the right to assert an 
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ownership in such property to voluntarily await 
the event, and then decide, when the danger which-
is over has been at the risk of another, to come in 
and share the profit.' " Twin-Lick Oil Co. vs. Mar-
bury, 91 U. S. 587, 592, 593. Cited in Roche, et al., 
vs. Madar, et al., 181 Pac. 857- (Wash). 
We ask in all earnestness-could anyone furnishing 
materials to the Willdens in the work done on the Lost 
Sheep group have shown that Morley was a partner in 
the de-velopment of those claims~ Is there anything in 
the record by way of admissions on the part of Morley, 
or by his course of conduct or actions, from 'vhich a court 
could have held that he was a partner in the operation of 
any claims other than the Dell group' Did Morley not 
keep himself very much in the clear ; from his own testi-
mony is it not apparent that any claim to the Lost Sheep 
property he may have had was by way of mental reserva-
tion~ 
We quote, as did appellant, from Lindley on ll1 ines, 
Vol. 3, Third Ed., page 1961, Section 797 : 
"What is a partnership, is a question of law. 
Its existence in a given case, however, is a ques ... 
tion of fact,· depending for its solution upon infer-
ences to be drawn from the evidence adduced.'' 
Caley vs. Co_gs~vell, 55 Pac. 939, Colo. 
-Hollingsworth vs. T~tfts, 162 Pac. 155, Colo. 
While the facts are not entirely analogous, yet the 
principle announced in the case of Bradley vs. Andre~vs, 
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I-! Pae. (:!ud) lOSt> (Colo.), is applicable. It is there said: 
dlf the prospector, during the life of a con-
traet, Inakes a discoverv and conceals the fact from 
his associate "~ith int~nt to acquire the property 
for hin1self after the contract is terminated, and 
does so acquire it, a court 'vill a'vard to the asso-
ciate the latter's contract share or interest. No 
such situation is presented by the record in the 
present cnse. ,,~hateYer ·kno"rledge or information 
Bradley acquired, either prior to the making of the 
contract or during its life, was communicated to 
.... \ndre,vs before the contract ""as terminated. * * * 
Xo'v that Bradley, after an expenditure by him and 
his new associate of considerable time and money, 
is reaping the fruits of his industry, Andrews seeks 
to take from Bradley a substantial part thereof. He 
ought not, under the la"~ he cannot succeed in this 
attempt." 
... \nd again, in the ~ase of Catneron rs. Bur·nha'ln, 80 
Pac. 929 (Cal.), while the facts are not entirely analo-
gous, it is said: 
''The plaintiff, after having neglected and re-
fused to perform any part of his agreement," after 
standing by for five months watching the .other 
parties spending their money in search of this gold 
that no one knew existed, all the time declaring he 
was out of it * * * now seeks in this equitable action 
to compel the defendants to share with him the 
profits of their industry and expenditures of 
moneys. This he cannot do in a court of equity.'' 
'; Delav to assert an interest in the discoveries 
is fatal." Cisna vs. Mallory, 84 F. 851, 19 M. R. 227. 
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Certainly the burden of proof in sho,ving that a 
partnership existed is upon the plaintiff. We believe 
the true rule is as stated in Caley vs. Coggswell, 55 Pac. 
939 (Colo.), ''The settled rule requires stricter proof 
when it is sought to establish a partnership in an action 
between the reputed parties to the partnership.'' This 
was a suit for wages claimed to have been earned by 
plaintiff while employed as a miner by the defendant ~n 
the working of a certain mining property operated under 
a lease. The defense was that the plaintiff and defend~ 
ant were partners in the mining operations. The court 
made the statement: ''The evidence was not· sufficient 
to establish a partnership so far as plaintiff was con-
cerned, even in an action bet\\reen the partners and a 
third person, and the settled rule requires stricter proof 
when it is sought to establish a partnership in an action 
between the reputed parties to the partnership.'' 
''A prospecting or grubstake contract creat-
ing a prospecting partnership is an agreement be-
tween two or more persons to locate mines upon 
the public domain by their joint aid, effort, labor 
or expense, whereby each is to acquire, by virtue 
of the act of location such_ an interest in the mine 
as is agreed on in the contract. While such con-
tracts are said to partake of the character of quali-
fied partnerships, unless the agreement goes be-
yond the mere furnishing of supplies in considera-
tion of a participation in the discoveries, a pros-
pecting partnership agreement or g-rubstake con-
tract does not create a mining partnership. In a 
prospecting partnership there is a presumption 
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ngaiust thl~ l'xistPnro of a partnL\rship generally 
or of a partnership for developing or working the 
clainas. , 
• ~The existence of a prospecting partnership 
is dependent on the agreement and intention of the 
parties to sharp int0rests in claims to be acquired, 
and does not result from mere association of the 
expedition. 
''Grubstake agreements must be definite; and 
theY "~in be enforced hY the courts onlv in like man-, . .., 
ner as other contracts and must be supported by 
satisfactory proof of all the essential elements.'' 58 
C. J. S. ]fines and Minerals, Section 249, pages 
70-!-:S. 
Respondents contend that there is ample proof in 
the record to suppo~t the findings, and that the findings 
are ample to support the conclusions of la-\v. It 'vould 
seem unnecessary to cite either the rule or cases to sup-
port the rule that the Supreme Court will not disturb 
findings of fact unless the eYidence clearlY. preponder-
ates against the findings as made by the lower court. 
HoweYer, follo,ving are a very fe,v of the many pro-
nouncements of this Honorable Court. 
''The Supreme Court on an appeal in an equit-
able action 'vill consider questions of fact as well 
as questions of law, but will not disturb findings of 
fact where the evidence is conflicting, unless it is : 
made to appear that the findings are clearly 
ag·ainst the evidence. Gee, et al., vs. Baum, et al., 
58 Utah 445, 199 Pac. 680. 
And in the above case the Court said: ''The reason 
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for the rule must be apparent to all. The ·trial court has 
the opportunity to both hear and see· the witnesses and 
observe their demeanor while testifying. The court, 
therefore, is in a better position to judge the weight that 
should be given to the testimony of the witnesses in case 
of conflict or disagreement amongst them respecting any 
material fact concerning which they testify.'' 
See also: 
Turnbull vs. 1.1feek, 58 Utah 23, 196 Pac. 1008, 
Sin~qleton vs. Kelly, 61 Utah 277, 212 Pac .. 63, 
Stanley vs. Stanley, 97 Utah 520, 94 Pac. (2nd) 
465. 
In the Singleton case above cited this Court stated 
''unless the evidence clearly preponderates against the 
findings as made by the lower court its decision must 
stand.'' 
And in the Stanley case above cited this Court has 
held: "In equity case findings of trial court on conflict-
ing evidence will not be set aside unless it manifestly ap-
pears thstt the court has misapplied proven facts or made 
finding~ clearly against the weight of the evidence.'' 
TestP;J by the above rules, respondents submit that 
the decree 1n the case at bar must be affirmed. 
Respectfully submitted, 
CLINE, 'v ILSQN & CLINE, 
Attorneys for Respondents. 
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